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By G. A. Parwez
(Translated by: Dr. Ejaz Rasool)

The Human Self  and Allah
Episode No. 10

3.9.4 Acceptance of  Reality by Christians

This acceptance by the followers of  these religions is in itself  proof  of  the truth of  the 
Quran. Some time ago the Lord Bishop of  Canterbury had constituted a commission to 
investigate to what extent the existing Gospelsare trustworthy and to what extent their 
teaching can be called Divine. In the report of  this commission, inter alia, this is also 
written, that whatever is found in the Gospels regarding Christ being the son of  Godhas 
no more reality than the status of  fiction and that it is an intolerable slander on the 
Divine Self.

3.9.5 Consorts of  Gods

Regardingthe belief  in Hinduism of  a wife of  god,this has already been mentioned. In 
the religion of  ancient Babylon,the goddess of  agriculture Ashter's marriage with the 
spirit of  the date Tummuzused to be professed. In the Egyptian religion the marriage of  
the goddess of  the oasis (Isis) with the god of  the Nile,Osiris, used to be avowed.The 
concept of  a consort of  god is present in the mythologies of  Greece and the religious 
tales of  Rome. Ops is the wife of  the Greek god Chronos, and Herathe wife of  Zeus, Rheais 
the wife of  the Roman god Saturn, and Juno the wife of  Jupiter. One of  the reasons for the 
belief  in the progeny of  god and relatives was probably this, that in the mutual fights of  
tribal life, the members of  one family wouldbe supporters of  one another (this is why in 
this regard there is mention of  mutual fights in the tales of  Hinduism and the Greek 
gods). Therefore, they may have thought that these gods should also have near and dear 
ones who can be helpers, but the true Allah is not in need of  help from anyone:

Say: 'Praise be to Allah, Who begets no son, and has no partner in (His) dominion: nor 
needs He any to protect Him from humiliation: Yes, magnify Him for His greatness and 

glory!' (17:111)

The reality of  belief  in the progeny of  God is this much, that the mind of  earlier man 
shaped god in his own form, and this belief  subsequently continued in generation after 
generation due to the blind following in the footsteps of  the forefathers. No-one 
evaluated itcritically using knowledge and intellect:
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:Further, that He may warn those (also) who say, 'Allah has begotten a son': No knowledge 
have they of  such a thing, nor had their fathers. It is a grievous thing that issues from their 
mouths as a saying. What they say is nothing but falsehood! (18:4-5)

After the arrival of  knowledge, claimants of  these beliefs are themselves embarrassed 
from these and attempt to hide these under the guise of  metaphors and similes.  

3.9.6 Belief  of  Daughters of  God

Not only sons but daughters also were attributed to god. And this belief  existed among 
those people who, if  a daughter was born into their own house, would be sunk in 
mourning. In the social structure of  Hinduism the extent to which a girl is a recipient of  
'respect and value' is well known! But withBrahmaa daughter is accepted. This belief  
was also prevalent among Arabs that angels are the daughters of  god, and their own 
state was such that they used to bury their daughters alive. The Quran states:

And they assign daughters for Allah! – Glory be to Him! – And for themselves (sons – the 
issue) they desire! When news is brought to one of  them, of  (the birth of) a female 

(child), his face darkens, and he is filled with inward grief ! (16:57-58)

A similar belief  to the one among Hindus of  gods and goddesses existed among Arabs 
about angels i.e. that they have been put in charge of  the duties of  death and fate and are 
masters of  various departments of  the system of  the universe. In this regard, relations 
used to beassumed between them and God:they were made goddesses and declared as 
being the daughters of  God. The Quran states:

Yet they attribute to some of  His servants a share with Him! Truly is man a blasphemous 
ingrate avowed! What! Has He taken daughters out of  what He Himself  creates, and 

granted to you sons for choice? When news is brought to one of  them of  (the birth of) 
what he sets up as a likeness to Allah Most Gracious, his face darkens, and he is filled with 

inward grief ! (43:15-17)See also (21:26-27, 16:57, 43:19)

3.9.7 Erroneous Belief  of  the Relationship of  Jinns with God

During the era of  man's ignorance, belief  in Jinn was commonplace i.e. non-perceptible 
(invisible) forces which were believed to interfere in human matters and influence them. 
Like other nations, this belief  was commonplace among Arabs as well.In any case, the 
belief  among Arabs was that Jinns also maintained relationships with God:

And they have invented a relationship between Him and the Jinns (the universal invisible 
forces): but the Jinns know that they (have indeed) to appear before His Judgement Seat! 
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: (37:158)

3.10 Last Verse of  Surah Ikhlas

The last verse states:

And there is none like unto Him. (112:4)

The word Kufu-wun used in this verse has also only appeared in one place in the Quran. 
Its meanings include similar, equal, equivalent and incomparable. Its meaning is clear i.e. 
that unparalleled and incomparable BeingWho has no-one sharing in His Self  and 
attributes. No-one is equal to Him, is similar to Him,or is comparable to Him:

…there is nothing whatever like unto Him…(42:11)

Therefore, there remains not the slightestpossibility even for a belief  such asavatar or 
Ilaah (god). 

This is that concept of  Tauheedwhich the Quran presents about Allah,andregarding that 
God who is 'incomprehensible', itexpounds those things from which the correct 
Eimaanabout this Absolute Self  can beengraved on the human heart. Be aware that the 
word Allah has been mentioned in the Quran about seven hundred times and quoting all 
of  these verses is problematic, therefore it has been notedbriefly under this topic. 
Detailed explanation about the Divine attributes will be found under other topics. 

3.11 Clarification of  One Important Point

Before moving forward, it appears essential to clarify one point. Since the Quran is the 
revelation of  Allah, therefore the attributes of  Allah which have been explained in it are 
based on truth, they are not the guesswork ofhuman intellect. In other words, these 
attributes do not mean that man, for the satisfaction of  his yearning to worship, 
establishedthe concept of  some deity in the workshop of  his mind, and then attributed 
various traits and allocated different names to this conjectured godaccording to the 
world of  his own concepts. In the same way that (without using a metaphor) accepting 
this reality that the sun is a mighty stellar body which having risen in the morning 
provides light and heat is not merely a 'conjectured' belief, but is the acknowledgement 
of  a provenfact, similarly Eimaanin the Divine Self  and Eimaan in His attributes 
according to the Quran is not a conjectural belief  but is acknowledgement of  a fact. But 
the question is this, by acknowledging this fact, what is the benefit to man? Why is 
acceptance of  this essential? The first thing is actually this, that acceptance of  realityis in 
itself  proof  of  human eminence. You can say that the sun does not provide light and 
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 heat but provides darkness and coldness instead. Your intellect and reasoning will be 
ridiculed, andsuspicion will arise about your sanity. But Eimaan in the attributes of  Allah 
is not only essential on the basis of  acknowledging fact butis also the holder of  very high 
and important objectives. We have already discussed these aims in Chapter 1 but because 
this point is very important, and together with the fact that it is off  the beaten track of  
the worlds of  intellect and beliefs, therefore we think that to bring it to our attention 
repeatedly is not without advantage. We realise that repetition is a flawin a book but if  in 
order to elaborate and explain some very important reality some particular point is 
presented more than once, then this cannot be considered to be a meaningless 
repetition. In this book repetition at some places has been allowed because of  this need. 
(Even the Quran itself  presents different aspects repeatedly in order to expound the 
truth).

The essential aim of  Eimaan in Allah which has been mentioned above is that the aim of  
the life of  man according to the Quran is to establish the kingdom of  Allah on this earth. 
Man has beencreated superior to all creation and for all the forces of  nature together to 
serve him. His responsibility in life is to bring everything in the universe under his 
controlwhile remaining himself  under the obedience of  the laws of  Allah,and by 
producing strength in his self  in this way, to implement the laws of  Allah in the whole 
world. ThatJamaat which accomplishes this responsibility towards humanityis called a 
JamaateMomineen i.e. that Jamaat which hasEimaanin the Divine Self  and Divine attributes 
according to Quranic teaching. Because this is a supreme responsibility which this 
Jamaatcarries out, it is essential that,within the confines of  human limitation, the 
reflection of  the Divine attributesradiatesin the members of  this Jamaat with the 
immensity of  their fullest possible potentials.The image of  His light should reflect in the 
mirror of  his heart; this unparalleled and incomparable, this 'beyond the limits of  
imagination, idea, thought, guess, presumption'outline of  these shining attributes of  
Allah the Supremeshould be seenimprinted on the face of  the earth in thevisible 
personas of  thesehighly realised selfs of  this Jamaat. The apparel of  the hearts and 
minds of  the selfs of  this Jamaat should be 'coloured' in the beautiful and brilliantcolours 
of  the Innovator of  ever new and unique creations:

The Colour of  Allah: and who can colour better than Allah? And it is He Whom we 
follow. (2:138)

Hence, having Eimaan in the Divine attributes meansthat a Mominshould, according to 
the expanse of  human constraints, by obedience of  the Quran, try to create these 
attributes within himself  and in thisway,by achieving 'Divine closeness', keep 
progressing forward by treadingthrough the stages of  the process of  evolution of  
humanity. A Jamaatof  these kinds of  Momineen is responsible for establishing and 
sustaining the kingdom of  Allah in this world and their Allah is Rabb-il-Alameen. By 
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giving birth to thebrilliance of  Rabubiyat within their own selfs,they also administer 
sustenance and nourishment of  others. Allah is Razzaq(Sustainer) – in them, too,there 
should be the brilliance of  Razzaqiyat. He is Raheem and Kareem -the pearls of  their rain 
bearing cloud of  generosity and blessings shouldalso be distributed for all. He is Jabbar 
and Qahhar– they,too,should possess this much power throughwhich,bycuringevery 
rebellious and tyrannical Pharaoh-like human being,they can reform the whole world, 
and so forth. This is the true purpose of  Eimaan and conviction in the Divine attributes, 
otherwise Allah is Allah, whether someone accepts Him or does not. If  the whole world 
closes its eyes, even then the sun will continue to be the source of  light and heat,as it is 
today. Even when nothing was there, Allah was Allah, and at the time when nothing else 
is left, even then Allah will remain.

3.12 Outcome of  Conviction in Tauheed

Now let us look at the short verses of  Surah Ikhlasin which four Divine attributes are 
noted, whattheir practical effect on human life is. What is the practical outcome of  
having Eimaanin these attributes?

By having Eimaan in one Allah, man becomes free from the slavery of  all the false 'gods' 
of  the world. By becoming the follower of  One only, he becomes the ruler of  the whole 
universe. He bows at His door,andthe world bows in front of  him. He becomes His, 
andthe whole universe becomes his. 

And when this Jamaat has Eimaan in this reality that their Allah is One, then its essential 
consequence is that this Jamaat will be as one as well. A Jamaat accepting the Oneness of  
Allah should be one nation; if  believing in two gods is Shirk, then the division of  this 
Jamaat into two factions is also Shirk (never mind dividing into hundreds of  sects). This 
is why the Quran states:

…and be not you among those who join gods (Shirk) with Allah – those who split up 
their Deen and become (mere) sects – each party rejoicing in that which is with itself ! 

(30:31-32)

It is a practical Shirk for the Muslim Ummah to be divided into sects and parties: this is 
becausethe practical proof  of  the belief  of  Tauheed of  a nation which hasEimaan in One 
Allah is to become and remain as one nation.The foundation of  the oneness of  a nation 
is based on this great truth that all the individuals of  this nation should follow only one 
law; the aim of  their life should be one. The practical manifestation of  having Eimaan in 
One Allah isobedience of  His law. Therefore, Tauheed of  Allah means the oneness of  
His Law and the practical consequence of  oneness of  the law means oneness of  the 
nation. Thescope of  this oneness will keep expanding andthe oneness of  mankind will 
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manifest. Hence,the final outcome of  Tauheed-e-Allah is the oneness of  humanity,and 
the practical meansof  attaining this is the establishment of  this system in which the 
Divine law is followed. There should be no obedience of  the commands and laws of  any 
otherthan this; this system is calledan Islamic Government.

3.13 Effect of  the Attribute of  Samad

Hence, when a Mominmakes this proclamation that His Allah is Samad, along with thishe 
also makes an effort to create the attribute of  Samdeat within his own self. Samdeat means 
that Allah, the One and only,does not require the help of  anyone elsefor the 
accomplishments of  His intentions, rather the whole of  the universe requires His help 
in its difficulties and challenges. The condition of  the nation which has Eimaan in Allah-
Samad should also be the same, that it should not be dependent on others for the 
fulfilment of  its plans, rather it should be the possessor of  such vast powers that the 
whole world should turn towards it in their troubles. The utterance of  Allah-As-Samad 
repeatedly on the tongue, while the practical state is that of  being dependent on others 
for every need,cannot be the way of  the Muslim Ummah. And today the state of  our 
dependency has become suchthat not only are we dependenton others for meeting our 
material needs but have also borrowed the ideas and concepts ofothers. Neither is any 
ideology ourown, nor any principle, neither is our heart our own, nor our mind. The 
curse of  this apish mentality has overwhelmed us to such an extent that we consider 
imitation of  the way of  life of  others to be a matter of  immense pride. The Quran states:

When in their insolence they transgressed (all) prohibitions, We said to them: 'Be you apes, 
despised and rejected'. (7:166)

That nation which was given the reins of  duty to lead the world is today lagging behind 
the whole world. What, is this the conduct of  life thata nation which has Eimaan in 
Allah-As-Samad should have had?

Then the nation which possesses this Eimaan that its Allah bears no relation of  blood 
and race to anyone, that He is Rabb-il-Alameenand the only way any relation with Him can 
be established is on the basis of  obedience and Taqwa, is itpossible that that nation will 
declare the criteria for the division of  humanity to be based on colour and blood, race 
and tribe?Being separated into nations and castes on the basis of  race and colour 
andbeing divided into tribes and parties are the infantile concepts of  the era of  
ignorance for the eradication of  which Islam arrived. Islam came to create such a 
paradise that the moment an individual proclaimsLa-Ilaha-i-Lallah he enters this 
paradise like a drop merges with the ocean, such that even if  all the forces of  the world 
came together and tried,they would not be able to differentiatethis drop from the ocean.

To Be Continued
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